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bÎtÎon celebrates centennial of Ieadfing Canadian painter

w of Sun lit Tapestry 1939 by A. Y. Jackson.

onal Gallery of Canada in Ottawa
flmemorate the one-hundredith

Of one of the key figures in
1 art, Alexander Young Jackson.
ebration of the artist's birth, the
eill Mount an exhibition of his
arting December 3. A.Y. Jackson

was born October 3, 1882 and died in

1974. He was a prolifice war artist, a pro-

minent member of the GrouP of Seven

and a dedicated painter of Canadian land-

scapes. H-e tutored Tom Thomson, another

Group of Seven Paintei i al
efforts in painting. Jackson brought
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maturity and experience to bear upon the
work of the Group of Seven and devoted
his lîfe to sketching Canada's geographical
hîghlights.

The exhibition honouring Jackson is

being organizd by curator of Canadian

art Charles Hill who has selected 143

works of art from the collections of

the National Gallery and Canadian War

Museum. Highlighted by quotations from

letters, reviews and manifestos issued by

Jackson, the exhibition will provide new

insights into the artist's views on the

evolution of his career and the droup of

Seven's fight for a genuine Canadian art.

Gallery support
The A.Y. Jackson exhibition celebrates

70 years of National Gallery commit-

ment to the work of the Montreal-born

artîst. The gallery began collecting A.Y.

Jackson works as etrly as 1913 and now

has a collection of 517 works by the

artist, comprising one etching, 94 paint-

ings and 422 drawings. The assistance

provided by the National Gallery of

Canada to A.Y. Jackson and the Group of

Seven enabled the emerging artists to pur-

sue their chosen path.
In the 1920s, under the leadership of

its first full-time director, Eric Brown, the

National Gallery became the greatest pro-

ponient of the group and of new trends in

Canadian painting. The gallery's inclusion

of a Jackson painting in England's 1924

Wembley exhibition - which was later

bought by the Tate Gallery in London -

confirmred the national importance of

''~' n.k The artist's close rela-

Indian Reserve, Alberta
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